
EXTENDED CATEGORIAL GRAMMAR* 

Suson Yoo and Kiyong Lee 

This work aims at constructing a simple and yet descriptively adequate grammar 
that best suits a semantic program based on situation theory. For this we propose 
an extended version of categorial grammar called ECG consisting of feature-based 

categories and operations of category cance lla tion. We demonstrate that this ver
sion can successfully account for such phenomena as agreement, case , and un

bounded dependency in English . We also show that the use of indices in ECG makes 
it possible to adopt an equational approach to the representation and unification of 

information contents and thus to obta in the content of a complex experession by 
solving equations that represent the contents of its constitutent expressions. We, 

however, understand our proposed grammar ECG as an amalgamation , a successful 

amalgamation of current linguitic models such as GPSG, HPSG , and some version 
of categorial grammar. 

1. Introduction 

The purpose of this work is to construct a simple, elegant , and computa
tionally tractable grammar that suits a semantic program based on Jon Bar
wise's (1987) situation theory.) For such a candidate we propose an ex
tended version of categorial grammar called ECG and demonstrate that , 
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with its feature-based categories and with its operations of category cancella
tion, it can successfully account for such phenomena as agreement, case, 
and unbounded dependency in English.2 We also show that the use of 
indices in ECG makes it possible to obtain the content of a complex ex
pression through a simple process of unifying the contents of its constituent 
expressions.3

· We understand our proposed grammar ECG as an amalgama
tion of current linguistic models such as GPSG, HPSG , and some versions 
of categorial grammar. 4 

2. Syntactic Features and Categories 

As in GPSG and HPSG, we define categories as sets of syntactic features , 
or attribute-value pairs. An NP , for instance, will be defined as consisting of 
the features nominal and maximal. Likewise, an expression, e .g. she, will be 
treated as belonging to the NP category whose agreement (number and 
person) attributes are specified as singular and third, and whose case is 
assigned the value nominative. But since, for most categories of natural 
language , not every feature is specified, categories in general will be defined 
as partial functions from syntactic attributes to appropriate values. 5 

2.1 Core Attribute 

We first introduce the basic attribute core whose values are either n (for 

2 Unlike some of the recent versions of categorial grammar, ECG does not contain any 
wrapping operations nor any composition of functional applications . 

J For an extensive discussion, see Yoo , Suson and Kiyong Lee (1987) . 
4 Among them are Hausser's (1986) NEWCAT, Uszkoreit's (1986) CUG, and Zeevat , Klein , 

and Calder's (1986) UCG. For GPSG , or General ized Phrase Structure Grammar, refer to 
Gazdar, Klein , Pullum , and Sag (1985), and for HPSG, or Head-driven Phrase Structure 
Grammar, to Sag and Pollard (1987). In developing ECG, we have . however, been most 
indebted to various notions and insights proposed in Sag and Pollard's (1987) HPSG and, as a 
consequence, ECG may be considered as one of its variations. These two, however , differ from 
each other at least in one important respect: while the lat ter is based on the nOlion of head, the 
former essentially relies on the notion of quotient. or June/or, category. Our efforts , we believe , 
a re also in line with the current research project on unification categorial grammar being 
carried out at Centre for Cognitive Science , University of Edinburgh. 

5 As will be seen , our treatment of features and categories differs in many significant details 
from that of GPSG or HPSG. We shall not, however, be making constant references to any of 
the differences in the present paper. 
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nominal expressions), s (for sentences or statements) or p (for prepositional 
or postpositional phrases) as a basis of defining such categories as N, NP, S, 
and PP. 6 These categories constitute a core in forming other major syntactic 
categories. 

(1) Basic Categories 
N, NP: 1 (core, n>1 
s: 1 (core, s> 1 
PP: 1 (core, p> 1 

2.2 Boolean Attributes 

We introduce a pair of Boolean attributes which take as their value either 
+ or -. The attribute max (for maximal expressions) distinguishes between 
phrasal and non-phrasal categories.7 Secondly, the attribute que (for ques
tion words) distinguishes wh-words from non-wh-words. 

(2) Boolean Features 
attributes possible values 

max 
que 

+, 
+ -, 

These attributes are used to subcategorize basic categories, as illustrated in: 

(3) Subcategories 
Abbreviations 
N 

Categories 
I (core,n> , (max,->\ 

Expressions 
man 
bald man 

6 The first two values may 'be considered as corresponding to the types e and I in Montague 
semantics. 

7 The attribute max contrasts with the attribute lexical in HPSG. First, while HPSG distin
guishes a lexical expression such as man from a non-lexical expression such as bald man, ECG 
treats them both as belonging to the same non-maximal category I (core,n)" (max, - ) I . Our 
treatment is based on a semantic intuition that they are of the same semantic type, each 
describing a property of individuals . Note that, in Montague semantics, these two are also 
treated as denoting objects of the same type ( e, l ) , whereas an NP expression such as every bald 
man is treated as denoting an object of another type (e, (e, t}) . Secondly, in ECG , a com
pound verb, e.g. look for. is treated as of a non-maximal category just like a simple verb such 
as seek, for they may both be used to denote the same relation . 
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NR[ +que] I (core,n>, (max,+ > , (que,+>1 what 
who 

NP[ -que] I (core,n>, (max,+ > , (que,->I Tom 
every man 

Here we have used two abbreviatory conventions: one is to abbreviate a 
Boolean feature of the form either (a, + > or (a, - > as + a or - a, respee
tively: a second is to separate out a particular set of features constituting a 
category, in particular one containing core-maximality features , from the 
rest of features by enclosing these remaining features with a pair of squa'l'e 
brackets. NP[ +que] is thus to be understood as an abbreviation for 
I (core ,n>, (max, + > I u I (que, + > I . In general, given an attribute a, value 
v, and a category (or a set of attribute-value pairs) C, we have: 

(4) Abbreviatory Conventions I 
[i] .(a, v) : =va, where v is either + or 
[ii] C[ (a, v) , ... ]: = CUI (a, v> ,···1 

2.3 Contextual Attributes 

Besides core and Boolean attributes, ECG introduces the contextual attri
butes num (for number), pers (for person), case, and index whose values are 
contextually determined . The values of these features associated with an NP 
expression such as Tom, for instance , are usually determined when it com
bines with another expression such as snores. The proper noun Tom oelongs 
to the NP whose attributes num and pers are assigned the values singular 
and third, respectively, or simply sg3, but whose case and index values are 
indeterminate. 8 When combined with the verb snores to form the sentence 
Tom snores , the case of the NP will be assigned the value nominative, and 
its index, the value 1 associated with its argument-role of snoring.9 On the 
other hand, if it combines with a transitive verb such as kiss, then its case 
will be assigned the value accusative and its index, the value 2 associated 
with its argument-role of being kissed . 

R We sha ll often treat the pair of num and pers as a single set of attributes, naming it agr (for 

agreement). 
" One of the uses of an index is to associate a particular category with its argument-role in a 

relation , thereby linking syntactic information with semantic information. By convention , we 
assign 1 to the agent role, 2 to the recipient or patient role, and 3 to the object role . 
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(5) 
a. s 

NP[ (case,@) ,(index,i> ] 

I 
=nom =1 

VP 

I 
Tom snores 

b. VP ----------V NP[ (case,@) ,(index,i) ] 

I I =acc =2 

kiss Tom 

Note in the above trees that the NP Tom first has the indeterminate values 
@ and i for its attributes case and index, respectively , and then these inde
terminate values are anchored to some determinate values , as represented 
immediately underneath .1O We shall treat indeterminate values as quasi-real 
objects called parametric values. 

Many of the lexical entries, or lexemes, will have parametric values for 
their contextually dependent attributes. Besides the proper noun Tom just 
illustrated, we have nouns such as fish, sheep, and deer .each of which has 
the parametric value # for the attribute num, the parametric value @ for 
its case. Even a pronoun has the parametric value i for its index. Here are 
some examples: 

(6) Lexemes 

Tom : NP[ (num, sg>, (pers, 3) , (case, @) , (index, i>] 
fish: NP[ (num, # ) , (pers, 3) , (case, @>, (index, i) ] 
me: NP[ (num, sg) , ( pers, 1>, (case , ace) , (index, i) ] 

The following table shows what values each contextual attribute may take : 

(7) Contextual Features 
Attributes Possible Values 

10 The categories VP and V will be defined presently as quotient, or functor categories. 
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num 
pers 
case 
index 
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:# sg, pI 
% 1,2,3 
@ nom, acc 
f, g, ... : 1, 2, . .. f, g, .. . 

Although these parametric values remain indeterminate in the lexicon, they 
are anchored to determinate values when their associated expressions are 
used as parts of a larger expression in an actual discourse. For this, with the 
exception of not assigning an index to expletive NPs, we first require every 
assignment for each of the contextual features to be totally defined .11 This 
guarantees that, for each NP category (with the exception of expletives) 
which occurs in the' lexicon as part of the syntactic description of a Iexeme, 
some value, whether or not determinate, must be assigned to each of its 
associated contextual features. SecoQdly, for an appropriate use of any of 
these lexemes in an actual discourse, we anchor each parametric value of its 
contextual attributes to some determinate value . For any category C [ par] 
with a parametric value par, we shall call C [par = v ] an instantiated cate
gory if v is a value to which par is anchored. 

2.4 Forms 

Some categories have various distinct forms. Most NP's have a normal 
form, but, as in G PSG, expletives such as it and there will be treated as 
having a special value either it or there for their form and thus as belonging 
respectively to the categories NP[ (form, it>] or NP[ (form, there>]. 

The forms of prepositional phrases pp are differentiated by their preposi
tions. A prepositional phrase in California, for instance , is treated as be
longing to the category NP[ (form , in»). 

Associated with the category S are two types of forms: comp (for com
plementizers) and vform (for verbal forms) . 12 The attribute comp takes that, 
for, if, and whether as its possible values, while the attribute vfo'rm takes fin 
(for finite), bas (for base), inf (for infinitive) , part (for participle) , and pass 

11 Expletives are not assigned an index feature because they play no argument roles whatso
ever. Here. we list two expletives in English: 

it : NPI <num, sg>, <.pers.3>. <case. @> 1 
there: NP I<num. # >. <pers. 3>. <case,@> I . 

12 Although, in English . a complementizer forms a separate word , it is analyzed only as a 
morphological part of a (verbal) expression in a language such as Korean or Japanese. We thus 
assume complementizers to be of the type of (morphological) categorial forms. 
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(for passive) as its possible values. A sentence for her to win, for example, 
belongs to the category S[ <camp, /or> , <v/arm, in!>]. 

We shall introduce another set of abbreviatory conventions: 

(8) Abbreviatory Conventions II 
[i] C [<index, l)] : = Cj for any category C. 
[ii] <a, v>: = v for any uniquely identifiable attribute a. 

For example, NP[ < index, i>] can be written simply as NPj, and NP[ <case , 
nom>] and NP[ <num, 3>] can be abbreviated as NP[nom] and NP[3], respec
tively. 

2.5 Category-valued Attributes 

AIl of the above attributes are atomic-valued; no basic, Boolean, contex
tual, or form attributes take a category as their value. But in ECG, as in 
GPSG, there are category-valued attributes: quotient and stored. 

2.5.1 Quotient Attribute: 
Being a categorial grammar, ECG is characterized by the category-valued 

attribute quotient. This attribute takes as its value a sequence of categories 
Co, C" . .. ,Cn , where n>1, forming a quotient feature (quotient, 
Co, C" .. . , Cn>, where Co is interpreted as the resultant (or mother) category 
and the remaining sequence of categories C,;"" Cn as argument place cate
gories . A category containing a quotient feature is called a quotient category. 
As will be discussed in the next section on cateogry cancellations, the quo
tient category may combine an n-sequence of categories called argument 
categories to yield the mother category Co. 13 

(9) 
Co: mother 

I <quotient, Co, C1, . · ·,Cn>1 

I I 
argument places 

Ci , ... ,C~ 

I I 
arguments 

U One may think of a quotient category the same as a functor category in classical categorial 
grammars, but we have avoided using this terminology because , unlike a functor category in 
Montague semantics , our quotient category is no longer interpreted as denoting an object called 
a functor. 
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Here each argument place C; is required to subsume its corresponding argu
ment C; so that, while they are compatible, C; may contain more featux:es 
than C;.14 

Let's consider two simple examples: the verb meow will be treated as of 
the quotient cateogry ! <quotient , S, N P> I, and the transitive verb put of 
another quotient category I <quotient, I <quotient, S, NP>I, NP, PP>I. The 
former category may combine with an NP to yield an S, and the latter with 
a sequence of categories NP, pp to yield the category I <quotient, S, N P> I . 

(10) 
a. 

~ 
NP[sg3J !<quotient, S, NP[sg3]>1 

I I 
the cat meows 

b. ! <quotient, S, NP> I 

! <quotient, !quotient, S, NPI , NP, pp> I NP[s3] 

I 
PP[on] 

~ I 
put it on the mat 

Note that , unlike ordinary categorial grammars, ECG allows not only a 
single category, but also a sequence of categories to combine with a quo
tient category. As a result, we obtain flatter structures in which a verb , for 
instance, is represented as taking all of its object arguments as sisters. 

By introducing a third set of abbreviatory conventions, we can simplify 
the representation of quotient categories. 

(11) Abbreviatory Conventions III 
[i) !<quotient , Co,C" ... ,C,,>1 := (Co,Cj, .. . ,C" ) 
[ii] VP: = (S, NP) 

Corresponding to the argument places of a quotient category are two 
kinds of arguments, obligatory and optional. In principle, these argument 
places are exhaustively listed in the lexicon with some extra feature that 
distinguishes optionality ; here we may place each optional argument place 
within a pair of curly brackets . This distinction, however , disappears when 

14 The not ion of subsumption will be defined in section 3. 
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an optional element is chosen to be used as part of an actual discourse. On 
the tree or in the process of category cancellations, therefore, there is no 
distinction of optionality between categories. Here we list some lexemes 
belonging to quotient categories with the distinction of optionality: 

(12) Lexicon 
snore: «S, NP), 1 ... 1) 
love: «S, NP), NP, 1 ... 1) 
put: (S, NP), NP, PP[loc], 1 ... 1), where loc: on, in, 
get: «S, NP), NP , IPP[from]' ... I) 
a, the: (NP, N, ISfNPI, . .. ) 

Yerbal expressions belong to a quotient category. The intransitive verb 
snore is of the quotient category (S, NP) which takes an NP as argument to 
form an S; the transitive verb love takes two NPs as arguments to form an 
S; and the verbs put and get take, respectively, two NP's and one pp as 
arguments to form an S. The determiners a and the may have two argu
ments , a common noun N and a relative clause SfNP.15 Note here the 
distinction between obligatory and optional arguments, illustrated by our 
examples put and get: in the former case , pp is an obligatory argument , or a 
complement, but, in the latter case , it is only an optional argument, or an 
adjunct. A relative clause is also an optional argument of a determiner. The 
lack of optional arguments in some of the examples, however, does not rule 
out the possibility of their having optional arguments . For example, verbs in 
general may have time or place expressions as their adjuncts. 

Besides verbal expressions, there are other types of quotient categories , 
as listed in : 

(13) on: (PP[on], NP) 
tiny: (N, N) 
will: /(YP, YP) 

The prepositions on , about and with are, of the quotient category (PP, NP) ; 
the adjectives tiny , former and female , of the quotient category (N, N); and 
the auxiliary verbs will , be and must, of the quotient cateogry (YP, YP) . 

2.5.2 Stored Attribute: 
The category-valued attribute stored is introduced to deal with gaps and 

15 This type of category is called a storage(NP)-carrying category. See the section 5.2 for its 

definition . 
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unbounded dependencies associated with such constructions as wh-questions, 
topicalization, and relative clauses in English . It takes an index-specified 

maximal category as its possible value. A verb phrase with a feature <stored, 
NPj [+que ]>, for instance, is interpreted as having a gap to be filled in by a 
wh-phrase of the category NP j [ +que ]. We shall call a category containing 
a stored feature a storage and a category containing a storage a storage- car
rying category. It should be noted here that storages never occur by them
selves, but only with other categories. 16 

Consider the following construction: 

(14) What did Paul get [ ] from Kim? 
(15) A kitten, Paul got [ ] from Kim. 
(16) The kitten which Paul got ( ] from Kim. 

The verb get takes two NP's (subject and object) as its obligatory argu
ments, and a pp as its optional argument, thus belonging to the category 
!<quotient, (S,NP1), NP2 , PP3(from]>\ . But note in each of the above exam

ples that the argument place NP2 has no corresponding category in the 
argument sequence of get: in other words, an object NP corresponding to 
NP2 is missing from Paul get (or got) from Kim. To account for such a gap, 
we treat the quotient category expression get as also belonging to a storage
carrying category as follows: 

(17) get: 1 <quotient, (S, NP t ),PP3[from]>, <stored, NP2> \ 

Here the category NP2 is stored away for a later use. This verb ma5' also 
belong to another storage-carrying category: 

(18) get: 1 <quotient, (S, NP 1) , NP2> , <stored, PP3(from ]> I 

This category is needed to account for such cases, where the category pp is 
missing from the argument sequence of get , as in: 

(19) From whom did Paul get the kitten [] ? 

The information that , under certain restrictions , an expression belonging 
to a quotient category may also belong to a storage-carrying category can 

'6 Although the attribute stored in ECG resembles the altribute SLASH in GPSG, the ir 
differences in use should become apparent as our present discussion proceeds . 
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be conveyed by the following lexical rule: 

(20) Storage Rule 
If 0 is an expression of a quotient category of the form I <quotient, 
Co,Cj, ... ,C;, .. . ,Cn>l, where n > 1, then it can also be of a storage
carrying category either of the forms: 
[i] for n > 1, 

I<quotient, Co,Cj, ... , C;_j,Ci+j, ... ,C,,>1 U I <stored,C;> 1 
[ii] for n=l, . 

Co U I <stored, C) I 
provided Ci is an indexed maximal category. 

By this rule, any indexed maximal category occurring in a quotient category 
may become a storage. For example, the preposition from of the quotient 
category I <quotient , PPi[from], NPJacc]>I may also belong to the stor
age -carrying category I <quotient, PP;, I <stored , NPA ace]> 1 >,1, since this stor
age NPj is an indexed maximal category. This categorization then allows a 
sentence such as (21) to be derived: 

(21 ) Who(m) did Paul get the kitten from [ ] ? 

The above sentence is derived by carrying up the storage NPj to the top of 
the tree and having it replaced by the question word whom at the last stage 
of derivaiton . 

2.6 Summary 

The attributes and their respective possible values that are needed to form 
appropriate categories in ECG can be summarized in the tabular form (22) , 
where, for any sets A and B, the notation A ~ B is to be understood as the 
set of all possible partial functions from. A to B. 

(22) Categories 
Cat: Attributes - [Atomic Values U Sequences of Cats] 

core n,s,p 
max + ,-
que + -, 
num #, sg, pI 
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1,2,3 pers 
case 
index 
comp 
vform 
nform 
pform 
stored 
quotient 

@, nom, acc 
f,g,h, .. ,1,2,3 ... 
for, that, if, whether 
fin, bas, inf, part, ger, pass 
norm, it, there, 
in, of, from, ... 

Cif +max] 
Co,Cl>""Cn 

where n21 

On the basis of this table, we can formalize the definition of categories . 
Let A be the set of attributes, and Vp and P be functions from A to sets. 
Then we define the set Catp of lexical categories, or lexemes, as followsY 

(23) Definition of Categories 

Catp = IT Vp(a) U Pea) 
U' A 

where, for each attribute a e A, 
Vp(a) and Pea) are defined as below: 
Vp(core) = In, s, pI 
Vp(max) =Vj,(que) = 1+.-1 
Vp(case)= Inom, accl 

v p( stored) = Catp 
Vp(quotient) = Un > 1 Cat;; 
P( core) undefined 
P(max) undefined 
P(case)= I@I .. . 
P(stored) undefined 
P(quotient) undefined 

Note, first, that the set Catp contains categories some of whose attribute 
values are parameters. In actual u~e, however, these parametric values are 
anchored to specific values by a (partial) function called Anchor as defined 
Ill: 

17 As already mentioned, we treat a category as a partial function from attributes 10 their 
possible values , and their se t Catp as the partial product of such functions. In general the 
partial product n I. ' is to be understood as 1f:1 - V I, ,F(i) I YI , d(i) £ F(i)l. where I is a set 
of indices and F is a (partial) function: I - Sets. 
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(24) 

Anchor = IT P(a) ..... V(a) 
a 'A 

where A and P are the same as those defined in (23) and V is exactly 
the same as Vp except that V(stored)=C'at:and V(quotient)=Un2':I Ca('. 

Here the set of non-parametric categories Cat is obtained by the instantia
tion function as follows: 

(25) For some function Instant, 
Cat = Instant (Catp X Anchor). 

Secondly, besides those restrictions on Vp and Pin (23) , we need a series of 
restrictions called FCR (for feature co-occurrence restrictions) as part of the 
definition of categories, as illustrated in: 

(26) FCR: feature co-occurrence restrictions 

Let f be either Vp or P as defined in (23). Then, 

[i) 3 J(case) = v - [f(core) = n A f(max) = +] 
[ii] 3 J(stored) = v - 3 u[f(index) = u A f(max) = +] 

FCR [i) states that a case value is assigned to an NP and only to an NP, and 
FCR [ii] states that only an indexed maximal category can be stored. This 
list is only illustrative and, when necessary, may be expanded. 

3. Category Cancellations 

The basic syntactic device of classical categorial grammar is functional 
application. It combines a functor expression with an appropriate argument 
expression to yield another expression, as is usually stated in the following 
form. 

(1) Functional Application 
If 0 is an expression of the category (C, A ) and a is an expression 
of the category A, f( 0 , a) is an expression of the category C. 18 

Ix We take the operation f to be a concatenation operation fconca, . 
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There are two basic operations involved in such functional application can
cellation and concatenation. An operation of cancellation applies to a func
tor category of the form (C, A ) and an argument category A to yield a 
category C, cancelling the argument place category A in (C, A ). An opera
tion of concatenation, on the other hand, combines a functor expression 
with an appropriate argument expression into a well-formed string. 

Although ECG, as a version of categorial grammar, also employs these 
operations, it treats them as two distinct operations each of which applies to 
a different component of the grammar. 19 As in classical categorial grammar, 
the cancellation operation fcollcel here applies to pairs of syntactic categories, 
in particular to pairs consisting of quotient or storage-carrying categories 
and their appropriate argument categories, whereas the con catenation op
eration fcollcol applies to linguistic expressions, that is, phonological entities, 
combining them in accordance with a set of statements on linear prece
dence . In this section, we discuss three sub-operations of cancellation, 
f ;allcel> f:oncel, and f:~~ce' that are needed for ECG. In the following 
section on ordered trees, we'll briefly discuss the operation of concatena
tion . 

We turn now to the condition on cancellation. In classical categorial 
grammar, the cancellation operation must satisfy the condition of identity as 
follows: 

(2) Category Cancellation 
C 

A 
(C, A) A' where A = A' 

Here the category A is cancelled from the category (C, A ) to yield the 
mother category C provided A is identical with A ' . Otherwise , the cancella
tion fails . 

But in ECG such an identity condition will be considered too strong. 
Consider: 

19 This approach was originally taken by GPSG . See also Hausser's (1986) left-associative 
grammar. 
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S[fin) 

NPi[Sg3,n~I[Sg3,nOm]) 
=1 ___________ 

«S[fin),NP1[sg3, nom]),NP2[acc)) NPj[sg3,@] 

I =2 I =acc 

he loves Sue 

209 

This tree consists of two local trees: one is topped with the quotient cate
gory (S[ fin] ,NP 1 [sg3 ,nom)), and the other with the highest node S[ fin] . 20 The 
lower part of the tree represents how the quotient category of loves com
bines with its argument category of Sue. Here we note that the cancellation 
of NP2[acc] in the quotient category would fail if we were to insist on its 
strict identity with the given argument NPJsg3,@] or even with its instanti
ated NP2[sg3,acc]. But if we weaken this identity condition to a more gener
al condition-for example, to a requirement that, for any given quotient 
category , its argument place category simply subsumes some appropriate 
category given as an argument,- then the cancellation of NP2[acc] as shown 
in (3), for instance, will be successful. Likewise the cancellation of 
NP1[sg3 ,nom] in the upper tree also becomes successful, for it subsumes the 
instantiated category NPi =1 [sg3,nom) of he. 

From the point of view of information flow, the notion of subsumption is 
a very intuitive one. It simply means that if an infomration carrier is at least 
as informative as another information carrier, then the former is subsumed 
by the latter. Compare our examples NPj =2[sg3,acc) and NP2[acc). Since the 
former contains more information than the latter, it is subsumed by the 
latter. These two are subsumed by a simple NP and, for the most extreme 
case, the empty category containing no information subsumes every category 
including itself. 21 Since. in ECG categroies are treated as set-theoretic ob
jects, we can formally equate the notion of subsumption with the notion of 
subset: 

20 Although each category on the tree may and sometimes must carry in index feature , we 
mark , by a general convention, only those features which are considered relevant to a given 
analysis. 

2 1 For further discussion , see Sag and Pollard (1987: 30). 
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(4) Subsumption 

For any given categories C and C', 
C is said to subsume C' if and only if C c C'. 

We thus adopt a relation of subsumption or subset as a condition on the 
operation fcancel: 

(5) f cancel «C,A ), A') =C if A <;; A '. 

The operation fcancel now applies to cases in which the argument place 
category A in a quotient category (C, A ) subsumes an argument category 
A' , as well as to those particular cases in which they are identical. 

However, some quotient categories in ECG take not just a single cate
gory, but a sequence of categories as iOts arugment categories, we must gener
alize the operation fcancel to accommodate those cases shown in: 

(6) 

«S,NP,[nom]) , 
NP2[acc]'PP3[in]) 

I 
put 

NP j [sg3 ,@] 

=2 1 =acc 

it 

PPj[in) 

=~ 
in the box 

Here the category « S,NP,[nom], NP2[acc], PP3[in]) of put may take cate
gories the NPi =2[sg3 ,@=acc) and PPj =3[in) as its arguments, since these 
categories are subsumed, respectively , by their corresponding argument 
place categories NP2[acc) and PP3[in) . We can thus make a reasonable con
jecture that a sequence of argument place categories is cancelled from its 
quotient category if each category in the sequence subsumes a uniquely 
corresponding argument category. This process we capture first by defining 
the notion of generalized subsumption and then by setting up on its basis the 
operation of generalized cancellation : 

(7) Generalized Subsumption 
A sequence r of categories subsumes a set}; of categories iff every 
category Ai in r subsumes a unique category A 'j in }; 0

22 

22 Here we assume that no two identical categories ever occur in L , since each category, 
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(8) Generalized Cancellation [tentative] 
For any category C, any nonnull sequence r of categories, and any 
set ~ of categories, f Itmcel « C, r ), ~) = C provided r subsumes ~. 

Unlike some of the recent versions of categorial grammar, ECG does not 
employ operations, such as wrapping or functional composition in order to 
deal particularly with unbounded dependencies or free word order. Instead, 
it utilizes storages, that is, categories containing a stored feature <stored, C> 
and a related set of cancellation operations. Among this set are the general
ized cancellation operation fZancel> the storage cancellation operation 
f:ance' ,' and the storage percolation operation f~~cel . 

First, we revise the operation fIancel to accommodate cases in which a 
quotient category contains a storage . Consider: 

(9) 

NPJsg3,@] (S,NP} [nomDfNP2[ +que ,acc] 

=nom /~ 

«S,NP, [nom]),PP3[into] ~ 
= 1 

fNP2[ +que,acc] PPdinto] 

I 
what Sue put into the box 

In ECG, this tree is to be treated as admissible. In order thus to be able to 
apply f ;'ncel/ to the category of put, we should ignore the presence of the 
storage NP2[ +que,acc] after the slash i~ it. 23 This storage, however , must 
not be cancelled and passed up to the mother category. We accommodate 
these observations in the following revised formulation f ;'nce/: 

with the exception of expletives, contains at least a distinct index feature . However, if they did , 
we would treat ~ , as a multi-set. Or else , ~ may be treated not as a set of categories, but as 
the set of possible sequences over a set of categories . 

23 By our convention , CID = C Ui (stored, D>I , where D is called a storage. 
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(10) Generalized Cancellation 
For any category C, any nonnull sequence r of categories, and any 
set };" f ;'ncel « C, r)i U E, ~) = CUE provided r subsumes 
~, where E is either an empty set or a category / (stored, D) I . 

Our earlier formulation of generalized cancellation is now seen as a particu
lar case of (10) in which E is an empty set. However, if E is a nonempty set 
just consisting of a storage, this storage percolates up to the mother node , 
as shown at the two lower nodes of (9). At the topmost node this storage is 
used up, or cancelled. But our generalized cancellation f[;.ncel fails to effect 
such cancellation. 

We thus introduce another sub-operation of cancellation: 

(11) Storage Cancellation 
For any non-quotient category C and any categories D and 
f:ancel (C U / (stored, D) I, D') = C provided D subsumes D' . 

D' , 

For illustration, consider (9) again. This operation fc*ancel applies to the 
storage-carrying category S/NP2[ +que ,acc] and the category NPj =2[ +que, 
@=acc], yielding S only. Here the category NP2[ +que,ace] may be consi
dered to have popped from the storage when the storage-carrying category, 
being no longer a quotient category, is forced to use up something stored. 

Finally, we introduce the operation f:;;:;cel in order to deal with cases in 
which an argument category contains a storage . Consider the following ex
ample: 

(12) 
S[fin]/NP2[ +que, acc] 

---------------(S[fin],S[bas]) S[bas]/NP2[ +que ,acc] 

I ~ 
does Paul love 

This tree again seems to be intuitively admissible. Here the auxiliary verb 
does is treated as of the category ('S[fin],S[bas]) because it combines with an 
expression of the category S[bas] such as Paul love her to form a direct 
question such as dose Paul love her. But since, in the above tree, the 
storage-carrying category S[bas]/NP2[ +que,acc] is given as the argument 
category corresponding to the argument place category S[bas] in the quo
tient category of does, none of our previous formulations of cancellation 
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applies here. To accommodate cases like (12), we introduce a third form of 
cancellation: 

(13) Storage percolation 
For any categories C, A, A', and D, 
f:~:ee'l «C,A), A'ID) = CID provided A subsumes A'. 

Now this new operation allows the category S[bas] to be cancelled from its 
quotient category (S[fin], S[bas]), yielding the mother category S[fin]INP2[ + 
que,acc]. Note here that the storage NP2[ +que,acc] percolated up to the 
mother S[fin] may be cancelled, at a later stage in the derivation, by fianeel 
when the mother node of (12) combines the category NPj =2[ +que,acc] of 
whom, yielding the wh-question whom does Paul love. 

Although we have presented three different forms of cancellation f!-ance" 
f:anee', and f!~ee" these must not be considered as isolated operations. 
They are three particular cases of the single partial function f cancel mapping 
pairs of a category and a category set into categories: 

(14) Generalized Form 
feaneel : Cat X Pow(Cat) ...... Cat 
where Cat is a set of categories and 
Pow(Cat) is the power set of categories. 

Each of the above three types of feaneel is a restricted case of the general 
form (14) with different conditions on its domain and range. First, the 
operation f !oneel has its domain restricted to a set of pairs consisting of a 
quotient or storage-carrying category and a set of categories. Secondly, the 
operation f:ancell applies to ·non-quotient storage-carrying categories and 
categories that fill in storages. Thirdly , the domain of the operation 
f:'a':ee' is restricted to pairs of a quotient category and a storage-carrying 
category; and its range, storage-carrying categories. With these restrictions, 
we could have stated all of the three operations of cancellation under the 
general form (14). 

We now view ECG as providing a format for unification. On the basis of 
cancellation operations feanee/ and other required operations, it unifies the 
attribute-value matrices, or avm's, of linguistic objects into one matrix car
rying an increased amount of information. Let mi be an avm of the form: 
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(15) 
[ 

Catj 1 
Sem 

PhO~j Cat-
I 

Then the result of unifying attribute-value matrices in ECG will be defined 
as follows: 

(16) Unification in ECG-

Given a well-formed avm mf and a set ~ of avm's m" ... mj' 

unify(mr. I)=m" 
where Catn = icancel (Catf, ICath . .. ,CatA), 

Semn= icqncel (SemJ' l$em" ... SemA), 
Phonn=icancel (Phonf. IPhon" ... ,Phonjl), 

where i cancel is the operation of concatenation satisfying 
the conditions on linear precedence. 

First, the category Cat" of the resultant matrix is obtained by applying ica"eel 
to a quotient or storage-carrying cateogry CatJ and a set of argument 
categories Cat" . .. , Cati" Secondly , the semantic content Semn of the resultant 
matrix is obtained by merging pieces of information contained in each of the 
input Semk's associated with the input Catk's. As will be shown in the 
section 5.2, the operation of merging applies to situation-theoretic objects, 
that is, sets of equations , satisfying the conditions of unification constrained 
by co-indexing and type-matching. Since semantic contents consist of equa
tions, their merging simply means solving these equations. Thirdly, the re
sultant expression Phonn is obtained by concatenating the expressions of 
input avm's, constrained by linear precedence (LP) statements based on 
syntactic information . In addition, it must be emphasized here that these 
operation of icaneel' i merg, and t eaneat are not autonomous: in the process of 
unifying avm's into one avm, they interact simultaneously with one another, 
each requiring relevant pieces of information from the other operations. 

4. Ordered Trees 

The process of unification may be represented in a tree form . Each input 
avm constitutes a daughter node and the resultant avm, the mother node of 
a local tree. By convention, these nodes are to be labelled by their associ
ated syntactic categories. Among the daughter nodes of each local tree is a 
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unique element called a quotient or storage-carrying category. The other 
daughters are called argument categories some of which are obligatory and 
others of which are optional. 

In forming an admissible local tree, we need at least two pieces of in
formation: one about the label, or category, of each node, and the other 
about the linear order of daughter nodes. Given a quotient or storage
carrying category, the operation fcancel conveys information about what cate
gories are necessary and admissible as its argument categories. However, it 
fails to give the information about how they should be ordered to each 
other. This information is conveyed by the same set of LP statements that 
constrains the operation of fcan cel ' While some relevant LP statements put 
the daughter categories admitted by f cancel into a linear sequence, fcancel 

joins their expressions, or Phonk's, in the same linear sequence. Here is a 
partial list of LP statements relevant to English:24 

(1) LP Statements 
[i] Quotient categories precede their arguments. 
[ii] A quotient category of the form (S, C) is preceded by its ·argu

ment category C. 
[iii] A storage-filler precedes its corresponding storage-carrying 

category. 
[iv] The linear order of complements follows the sequential order of 

their corresponding argument places in a quotient category. 

These statements describe the phenomena of word order in English. State
ment [i] says that a verb precedes its complements or adjuncts, and a deter
miner its nominal expression . Statement [ii] allows any subject category C to 
precede its VP. Statement [iii] places wh-words and topic words at the 
beginning of clauses. /Finally, statement [iv] fixes the order of verbal comple
ments, resulting in fixed order for the objects in a double object construc
tion as in: 

(2) Sue gave him a dol'!'. 

The list is not exhaustive. We should, for instance, have a statement 

24 These formulations should be understood as restatements of various proposals about word 
order made by Gazdar and Pullum (1981), Gazdar, Klein , Pullum , and Sag (1985), and, in 
particular, Sag (1986) . 
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based on types of categories, giving a certain linear hierarchy among them. 
But, unless it is constrained by some LP statements, word order in English 
is not fixed. For instance, there is no fixed order among adjuncts and thus 
we can have either of: 

(3) a. John spoke about Sue with Bob. 
b. John spoke with Bob about Sue. 

5. Semantic Merging 

ECG adopts situation theory for an adequate description of the use of 
linguistic expressions to convey information about various objects in the 
world. A semantic framework based on this theory , we believe, can elegant
ly accommodate various aspects of meaning and information content. It can 
treat not only the described content, but also both the embedding circum
stances and the resulting impact relevant to the use of a language in a 
discourse in order to present a fuller account of its correctness and accuracy . 
In this secton, we introduce some basic elements of situation theory and 
discuss what types of contents are described by the use of expressions and 
how these contents are merged by equation solving. 

5.1 Situation-theoretic Objects 

One of the basic elements in situation theory is a state of affairs, or 
simply soa. A soa (j consists of a relation R, an assignment a which assigns 
appropriate objects, a,b,e. '" to some of the argument roles in the relation 
R, and a polarity. Since the polarity is either 1 or 0, there are two types of 
soa's: a positive soa (R,a; l ) and a negative soa (R,a; 0). Consider the 
relation LOVE and an assignment a' which assigns Paul to the role of a 
lover(arg, ) and Sue to the role of being loved(arg2 ). Then, we may have a 
positive soa (LOVE , arg,: Paul, arg2: Sue;1), or simply (LOVE, Paul, Sue; 
1). This soa is a fact if it holds in some actual situation. 

Another element is a proposition. A typical example is the claim that a 
soa (j holds in a situation s, which is represented as (s F (j). While being a 
fact is a property of soas, truth is a property of propositions only. 

Soas and propositions may contain indeterminates, or parameters. Recon
sider the loving relation. Intead of assigning Sue to argb we may also assign 
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the indexed parameter X2, thus obtaining the soa (LOVE, Paul, X2; 1). This 
soa is called a parameteric soa, or simply psoa. Likewise we can form a 
parametric proposition by allowing indeterminates in it: e.g. (s F (LOVE, 
Paul, X2; 1}). 

These parametric objects are used to impose conditions on other paramet
ric objects to form complex indeterminates , properties, and types. First, we 
can obtain a restricted individual parameter x! (x) . A proper noun such as 
'Paul' may be interpreted as referring to an individual to which the res
tricted parametric object x(s F (NAMED.x:Paul';l» is anchored. Next , we can 
form a property [x I (1 (x)]. The property of loving Sue , for instance, can be 
represented as [x I (LOVE, x, Sue; 1)]. Here the psoa restricts the range of 
values for the parameter x. Thirdly, we may also obtain a type ip(x): for 
example, i (s F (LOVE, x, Sue; I}). These types are a subcollection of 
properties. They differ from each other in the occurrence of a situation S in 
their characterization. In situation semantics, we thus have various kinds of 
real objects: individuals, properties, and types, as well as states of affairs 
and propositions. Corresponding to these we also admit parametric objects. 

5.2 Semantic Content and Merging 

In ECG, we assign a set of equations to each use of an expression as its 
semantic content. What kind of equations are assigned is closely associated 
with its syntactic category. If an expression belongs to a quotient category, 
then its content will be associated with a psoa or a parametric proposition. 
A verbal expression snor.e of the base form for instance will be assigned an 
equation of the following form: 

(1) snore: (S[bas], NP 1) 

(1 = (SNORE, XI> I; 1) 

On the other hand, the same verb snored of a finite form will be assigned a 
set of equations: 

(2) snored; (S[fin], NP 1) 

[ 

P = (Sd F (1) 

(1 ';: (SNORE, XI> td; 1) 
td = l'" F (PRECEDE.I,I .. ;I» 1 

Here s", S,t> 1,1> and I" are a described situation, an utterance situation, a 
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described time, and an utterance time, respectively. 
The semantic content of a singular NP such as Tom will consist of an' 

equation of the following form: 

(3) Tom: NP i [sg3] 

Xi = X
« Sd f: (R EFERRED -TO,x. 'Tom'; /» 1\ (Sh F ( NAMED.x, 'Tom';/» /\ ( s; !:. 

(SALlENT.x,MALE;'») 

The proper noun Tom is used to refer to an individual in a described 
situation Sd' Furthermore, for its appropriate use, one must presume as 
background that that person is named Tom. As a result of such a use, this 
individual then becomes salient with respect to male hood so that he may be 
referred to by a use of the pronoun he. 

Now, we will show how the whole content of Tom snored can be 
obtained. We can obtain it by simply unifying the contents, i.e. sets of 
equations, of its constituent expressions. 

(4) 
S[Jin] 

P= (Sd F ( SNORE ,xtom,td; I}) 

[ 

NPi= I[sg3] 1 [ (S[fin], NP,[sg3]) 
i=l p=(Sdl=a) 
Xi=X

fOm a = (SNORE,x"td; 1) 
Tom td= t<,,,I: ( PRECEDE./,lu; I» 

snored 

As shown in the above tree , the content of a complex expression is obtained 
by putting together the contents of its constituent expressions and simply 
solving them by substituting appropriate objects into indices or parameters . 
Note first that, unlike the content of Tom in the lexicon, its content on the 
tree contains the information i = 1 about coindexing; this piece of informa
tion is crucial for substitutions in the process of equation solving. It has 
resulted from anchoring the index i of the category NPi to 1 in order to 
meet the subsumption condition on cancellation. Furthermore , we have used 
the abbreviated form x lOm for the content of Tom. 

In ECG, as has been briefly discussed , the semantic merging operation 
fCIIllcel is nothing but a simple process of unifying the contents of consti-
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tuents. In a forthcoming paper, Yoo and Lee (1987), we will treat a larger 
fragm ent which includes many of the constructions discussed in the present 
paper and show how the semantic merging works in our framework . 

6. Applications 

In this section we will concentrate on illustrating how the syntax of ECG 
works in particular for English . 

6.1 Grammatical Relations and Semantic Roles 

In ECG, every NP is to be assigned a grammatical relation gr. The 
relation gr is purely a syntactic notion such that even so-called dummy 
NP's, or expletives, are assigned grs. We have two grs, subject and object, 
in the grammar. Closely following Dowty (1982), we define these notions as 
follows: 

(1) Grammatical Relations 

SUbject: The category C in a quotient category (S, C) is the subject of S. 
Object: Let C be a quotient category of the form (Co,CI> " "Cj " ,) , where 

Co=S and C;=NP. Then each Cj (i > 1) is its object. 

For illustration , consider the category «S,NP 1),NP2). Here NP1 is the sub
ject of S, and NP 2 an object of the entire verbal category. In the case of a 
prepositional category such as (PP ,NP), the NP is its object. 

Some categories may have multiple objects. In such a case, these objects 
are distinguished by their position in the sequence . By convention, we may 
name an object NP occurring in the left-most position of a quotient category 
direct object, and any object following it indirect object. Our definition of 
grammatical relations can be illustrated as follows: 

(2) 
«S,NP),NP, ... ,NP, .. . ) 

I I I 
Subj DObj IObj 
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Theoretically speakin~, there may be some non-NP categories intervening 
between direct and indirect objects. So we allow dots between two object 
NP's. 

Although grammatical relations are, in a proper sense, relations holding 
between quotient categories and their argument categories, we have defined 
them as relations between constituent categories of a quotient category or 
between a quotient category and its argument place categories. Grammatf.€al 
relations have thus been defined in terms of a quotient category and its 
constituent categories. This is certainly a departure from the traditional way 
of defining grammatical relations. It will not, however, result in any confu
sion as long as we understand gr as an attribute of a category, for all 
information encoded in an argument place category is transferred to its 
corresponding argument category by the subsumption condition on cancella
tion. 

We turn now to the notion of semantic roles . While the grammati~al 
relation of an argument category is determined by its location in a quotient 
category, its semantic role (of being an agent, a recipient, or a location , 
etc.) is not determined structurally. It should be assigned to an object per
sisting in a described state of affairs, but only derivatively to an expression 
or a category. Consider a statement made by the following sentence: 

(3) Paul loves Pommy. 

This statement may be interpreted as describing a situation in which Paul 
loves Pommy. Here it is not the NP's, but the boy named Paul and the 
female kitten named Pommy referred to by those NP's that are understood 
as playing the roles in the relation LOVE. We can say in general that , given 
a basic state of affairs of the form ( R,x" ... ,xn;l ) , the object assigned to 
each Xi plays a unique argument role with respect to the relation R. Howev
er, we may also be able to speak of argument roles in a derivative sense as 
if they were associated with certain categories of expressions used in I a 
statement. In · this paper, we shall coin the slightly different term semantic 
role and use it in a derivative sense . We also use it in a narrower sense by 
treating it as a subtype of argument role assigned only to an object which ,is 
described by a maximal category. 

We have introduced indices f ,g, h,i,j, . .. ; 1,2,3, ... to link categories with 
their described semantic objects. We, in particular, use numerical indices to 
mark semantic roles so that maximal categories can be linked with thei r 
associated argument roles. A transitive verb love, for instance, belongs to a 
quotient category of the form «S,NP ,) ,NP2);, where the index of each NP is 
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assigned a numerical value. A use of this verb in an actual discourse will 
then be understood as conveying the information that an individual XI cor
responding to NP 1 loves an individual X2 corresponding to NP2 . In our 
framework, thjs information will be represented in an equational form: ° q i 

= ( LOVE,x"x2;1). This is interpreted as saying that the type of an object 
described by the verb love is a state of affairs q i and that this state of 
affairs is identified with a LOVE relation between two indeterminate indi
viduals x, and X2 ' 

The use of indices is crucial in capturing the semantic roles related to 
constructions such as Passive. Consider: 

(4) He is loved by Sue. 

To analyze the passive sentence (4) , we list the following lexical matrices in 
the lexicon: 

[ «s[~ass], NP2)i> I~P,[by]l)i 1 
(5) qj- (LOVE,x,,xz ,l ) 

(6) 

loved 

[ 

«S,,[sg3 ,fin], NP2[sg3 ,nom])h, 
Po=(s(/ f q h(th)) 
th=t(,o,1 F (OVERLAPS ,I, I,,; I}) 

is 

Here are a few important remarks: First, PP,[by] in (5) is the agent 
by-phrase with the semantic role 1 of some relation involved in the state of 
affairs q i described by the verb loved, while NP2 , the subject of S[pass], 
takes the semantic role 2 of the same relation . Secondly, the content of the 
auxiliary verb is consists of two equations: one provides a propositional 
content Po and another sets up its temporal location . By making use of thse 
matrices, we can first construct the following tree: 
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(7) 
S,,[sg3Jin] -----------NPdsg3,nomj (S,,[sg3,fin],NP2[sg3,nom]h 

= 2 

He 

~.~So[ sg3,fin j ,NP2[sg3,nom Dh, 
(S[pass],NP2»h 

(S[pass ),NPz)i 

~ 
«S[pass J,NP2)j,PP dby Di PPj[by] 

I 7'1 
IS loved by Sue 

Secondly, on the basis of this analysis , we can unify sets of equations pro:.
vided by each constituent expression, thus obtaining: 

(8) 

This resultant matrix successfully captures the information content conveyed ~ 

by the passive sentence (4), where Sue plays the role of loving, and some.. 
male that of being loved. As has been shown , the unification of equations 
simply means putting equations together and 'solving them on tqe basis ofi 

pieces of indexical information. 
Both gr and index are syntactic attributes. But their functions are not the 

same: gr is associated with case, whereas index with semantic, or argument, 
roles. For example , the NP he in (4) is the subject and thus its case is 
marked nominative, but, due to the numerical index 2, its semantic role is'. 
associated with the argument role arg 2 of being loved. Secondly, while gr is 
assigned to every NP including expletives, a numerical index is not assigned.' 
to expletives. Note, however, that, while gr and case are assigned to NP's '· 
only , an index may be assigned to categories other than NP such as S, PP;. 
or VP. In our previous example , we have assigned the index 1 to the agenN 
phrase PP[byj in the quotient category of the passive form loved . Hence we. 
claim that the attribute index , distinct from gr, is needed to establish an·1 
interface between a syntactic category and its corresponding semantic con- ' 
tent. 
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6.2 Agreement 

I n ECG, agreement is accounted for by some constraints on quotient 
categories. In English, for instance, subject NP's agree with their verbs in 
number and person; determiners with their nouns in number. By adding a 
list of some pertinent c~nstraints on agreement. to the lexicon and then by 
encoding relevant pieces of information into quotient categories, we can 
properly constrain the specification of agreement attributes. 

First, consider agreement between a verb and its subject: 

(I) a. A cat meows. 
b. *Cats meows.' 
c. * A cat meow. 

(I a) is well-formed because the verb fo rm of meows agrees with its subject 
NP a cat in number and person, while (lb, c) are ill-formed because there 
is no such agreement there. To deal with this sort of -agreement, we intro
duce· the following constraint between categories within a quotient category: 

(2) Subject-Verb Agreement 
If a category is a subcategory of (S[fin V bas], NP), then it is of a 
category: (S[#% , fin V bas], NP[# %]) . 

This constraint states that the number and person attributes of NP and S 
must be defined and agree in value, if the form of S is either finite or base . 
Thi s requires a verb such as meows to belong to the category 
(S[sg3,fin],NP[sg3]). f cancel then admits the following tree: 

(3) 
S[sg3,fin] 

-------------NP[sg3] (S[sg3,finJ,NP[sg3]) 

Q 1 
a cat meows 

Subj-V Agreement is not restricted to cases involving finite verbs only . It 
also applies to base-form verbs, thus allowing the category of the verb meow 
to be (S[ # % ,bas]'NP[ # % ]) .25 Since the auxiliary verb does is of the cate-
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gory (S[sg3,fin], S[sg3,bas]) , we obtain the following tree : 

(4) 
S[ sg3,fin] 

S[sg ,bas] ----------NP[sg3] (S[ # %,bas],NP[ # %]) 

6 = sg3 I =sg3 

does a cat meow 

Here the parameters # % in the category of meow are anchored to sg3 by 
forcing .2tJ Then i eaned applies routinely to yield the tree (4) . 

Secondly, we discuss a constraint on number agreement between an adno
minaL expression and a nominal expression . 

(5) · Adnom-N Agreement 

If a category is a subcategory of ([ + N, - V], [+ N, - V]) , then it is 
of a category ([+N , - V, #], [+N, - V , #]) .27 

Because of this constraint , every adnominal expression (adjective or deter .. 
miner) must agree in number with its corresponding nominal argument. The. 
following are some examples: 

2~ Here we assume some conditions on fea ture specification like the following: (i ) if a cate.· 

gory is S. then its f orm must be specified . (ii) If a category is S[fin] , then its number and persofl" 

att ributes must be ass igned values . 

26 In applying / ",m,..'" matching must be forced if e ither the argument category or the argu-" 
ment place category contains parameters as its a tt ribute values. Suppose there is some attribu tec 
a such that its va lue is specified in one category A, but is only parametrized in another category.' 
A ' and , furthermore, that these two ca tegories are compati ble with each other except for eachol 
of such an att ribute a. Then, each parameter is anchored to the specific va lue of its correspond.!· 
ing attribute . Thereby, these two categories are forced to match . The result of forc ing is" 
marked below each parameter. 

27 Note that both N and NP are subcategories of the category 1+ N, - VI. 
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(6) 
a. Np[sg3] 

------------------(NP[sg3],N[sg]) N[sg] 

------------(N[#],N[#]) N[sg] 

=ql=q I 
a female kitten 

b. NP[pI3] 

------------(NP[pI3],NP[p13] NP[pI3] 

~ 
(NP[ # 3], N[ #]) N[pl] 

=~I=~ I 
all the kittens 

In (a), the determiner a agrees in number with its argument female kitten, 
and the adjective female with its argument kitten. Similarly, in (b), the 
specifier all agrees in number with its argument the kittens , and the deter
miner the with its argument kittens. Note here that the specifier all also 
requires a constraint on agreement in person between its argument NP and 
the resultant NP; we thus treat it as belonging to the category (NP[pI3], 
NP[pI3]) . On the other hand , the determiners a and every simply belong to 
the category (NP[sg3], N[sg)) , and the determiners the and no to the cate
gory (NP[ # 3], N[ # 3]) . However, they all produce NP[ # 3]'s when they take 
either an NP or an N category argument. 

6.3 Case 

Since oridnary NP's in English carry no case forms, ECG does not assign 
case directly to NP's that function as argument categories, but to those NP's 
that occur in quotient categories. There are, however, two problems associ
ated with case. First, pronouns and wh-words in English display case forms. 
Thus, information about their case values we encode into the lexicon .28 

2" While wh-words a re subcategorized with respect to case, ordinary pronouns are subcatego
rized with respect to number, person, and case. The attributes like gender and humanhood are 

treated as semantic properties. 
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(1) she: NP[sg3, nom] 
her: NP[sg3, acc] 

SUSON Yoo AND KIYONG LEE 

(2) who: NP[nom , +que) 
who, whom: NP[acc,+que] 

Note here that the genitive forms her and whose are not treated as NP's, 
but of the quotient category (NP[ # 3], NP[ # D. SO, in ECG, we have only 
two values for the case attribute: nom and acc. 

Secondly, when pronominal NP's serve as arguments of a verbal category, 
their case forms must be properly selected. 

(3) She (*Her) meows. 

If a pronoun occurs in a subject position , its case form must be nominative. 
For this, we set up a constraint on case value assignment in the lexicon and 
encode pieces of relevant information on verbal categories. 

(4) Case Assignment 
Given a quotient category of the form «C, NP i ), r), where r is a 
(possibly null) sequence of categories, 
a. NPi is assigned the case value nom, if C = S[fin V bas]; otherwise, 

it is assigned acc; 
b. Any other NP occurring in r is also assigned the case value acc. 

According to this constraint, the following quotient categories are well 
-formed: 

(5) 
a . loves: «S[sg3 , fin], NP[sg3 ,nom]) , NP[acc]) 
b. meow: (S[# % , bas], NP[# , nom]) 
c. in: (PP[in), NP[acc]) 
d. expects: «S[sg3, fin], NP[sg3 , nom]) , S[toD 

For illustration , consider: 
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S[sg3, fin] 

NP[Sg3'~[Sg3'fin], NP[sg3,nom]) 
=nom 

«S[sg3,fin], NP(sg3,nom]), NP[acc]) 

I 
Paul loves 
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NP[sg3,acc] 

I 
her 

In this tree, each application of fcancel is acceptable because the category of 
her is subsumed by NP(acc] and the instantiated category of Paul is also 
subsumed by NP[sg3,nom] . Consider another example: 

(7) 
S(sg3,fin] 

~ 
(S[sg3,fin], S[sg3,bas]) S[sg3,bas) 

~--------NP[sg3,nom) (S[#%,bas), NP[#%,nom]) 

I =q3 I 
she meow 

=sg3 

does 

Since the verb meow is of the category (S[bas], NP), the case value of NP in 
it is nom. By the constraint on agreement, the two categories NP and S[bas] 
agree in number and person and then the parametric values of their number 
and person are anchored to sg3 to meet the subsumption condition. The 
operation l eanee/ then derives the above tree in a routine manner. Here is a 
third example: 

(8) a. Paul expects her to meow. 
b. *Paul expects she to meow. 

In ECG, (8a) is analyzed as foHows: 
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(9) 
S[sg3,fin] 

----- ----NF[sg3,@] S[sg3,fin] , NP[sg3,nomJ) 

=nom _________ \ 

«S[sg3,fin], 
NP[sg3,nom]),S[to]) S[to] 

/ '" NP[sg3,acc] (S[to], NP[accD 

I ~ 
Raul expects her to meow 

Since the. vfarm of to meow is not fin nor bas, its subject NP must be 
assigned acc. Hence, (Sa) is admissible, while (8b) is not. Finally, consider a 
case illvolving long-distance dependency: 

(10) a. Who do you think meows? 
b. *Whom do you think meows? 

Here while (a) is well-formed , (b) is nQt, fQr the latter violates the principle· 
of case assignment. This difference can also be accounted fQr just by check-· 
jng hQW the lexicQn works. The lexicon, restricted by various cQnstraints Qn 
agreement and case assignment, allows the fQIIQwing attribute specifications, 
where the attribute value cQmplex sg3 occurring in the categQry Qf do stands 
for any pair of agr values Qther than sg3. 

(11) a. who: NP[#% , nQm, +que] 
b. do: (S[finJ, S[bas,-sg3]) 
c. you: NP[#2 ,@1 
d . think: «S[ # %,bas], NP[ # %,nom]) , S[fin]) 
e. meows: (S[sg3,finJ, NP[sg3 ,nom]) , 

Here we have just omitted marking indices because they are nQt relevant to 
the present discussiQn . On the basis Qf (lle), we can create a storage
carrying category as shown in (12), with the stQrage creating lexical rule :29 

29 See section 2.5 .2 about a storage creating rule. 
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(12) meows: S[sg3,fin]INP[sg3,nom,+que] 

This then admits the following tree: 

(13) 
S[fin] 

------------NP[ # % ,nom, + que] S[ fin] INP[ sg3 ,nom, + que] 
=sg3 

--------------~ (S[fin], S[ # 2,bas]INP[sg3,nom, +que] 
S[-sg3,bas]) ~ 

NP[ #2,@] (S[ # %,bas],NP[ # % ,nom]) 

who do you 

=nom =2 INP[sg3,nom, + que] 

«S[ # % ,basJ:" 
NP[ # % ,nom~!)),. S ntii:rr]~) ., 

think 

SjfsgJ,finJ' 
/J1NlP[jsgai,mc)Jlt,. +quel' 

I: 
meows:. 
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At the lexical level, the storage here is assigned attribute val'ues' sg3', nom, 
+que.3tl This storage then is carried up to the higher nodes till it is filled in 
by the question word who the case of which is nom. 

6.4 Relative Clauses 

We have already shown how we treat the following wh-questions: 

(1) Whom does Paul love? 
(2) Who do you think meows? 

We obtain these sentences by treating wh-phrases as fillers for storages. The 

JO We propose the following condition of feature specification : Every NP is either +que or 
-que. This proposal seems reasonable because we can always tell whether any given NP is a 
question word or not. But we mark this distinction only when it is relevant. 
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verb love in (1), for instance, contains a storage in the object position. This 
storage is eventually filled in by its NP filler whom. 

Storages, or so-called gaps, are also found in relative clause constructions 
in English. In this section, we will continue to show how storages are put to 
use for the analysis of the following relative clause constructions: 

(3) A man who [ ] snores 
(4) A girl who we think [ ] meows 
(5) A man bothers me who [ 1 snores 

First, while wh-question phrases such as who and whom are of the category 
NP, we treat (restrictive) relative pronouns as belonging to a quotient cate ~ 
gory as shown in (6)3': 

(6) who: (S[fin]/NP;[ # %], S[fin]/NP;[ # % ,nom]) 
whom: (S[fin]/NP;, S[fin]/NP;[acc]) 

Secondly, as in HPSG, we treat a (restrictive) relative clause of the form 
S/NP;[#%] as an adjunct of a determiner of the form (NPA#%,@J, N, 
S/NP i [# %]) . Now, (3) will be analyzed as follows: 

(7) 

= 1= sg3 

I 
a man who snores 

Since the instantiated argument-place category S/NP i =2[ # % =sg3,nomj of 
who subsumes the input argument category S/NP i[sg3,nom] of snores, the 
operation fEll/eel applies to the categories of who and snores , yielding the 
category S/NP,[sg3] of who snores. Note here that the information about 
agreement conveyed by the verb snores is passed up to the relative clause . 

3 1 Nonrestrictive relative pronouns are also treated as belonging to a quotient category, but 
their category is different from that of restrictive ones as follows: (NP) NP,,,SINP") i' 
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Because of this information, fc~nce' can again apply to the categories of a, 
man, and who snores, yielding the category NPj[sg3,@] of a man who 
snores. Note also that the information i = 1 about the semantic role of a 
missing argument is passed up to the determiner through the relative pro
noun. This transferred information about the role will then be reflected in 
the semantic content of the mother NPj in such a way that the property 
expressed by the relative clause restricts the property MAN. 32 

We turn next to the relative clause construction (4): 

(4) A girl who we think [ ] meows 

This construction is supposedly troublesome because a gap corresponding to 
the relative pronoun who is considered to be deeply embedded in the com
plement of the main verb think. However, this causes no problem in ECG, 
for it can create storage within the category of the verb moews and carry it 
up to the top of the relative clause without being blocked by the main verb 
think.33 To show this, we first list the category of each of its constituents: 

(8) a. a: (NP[sg3], N[sg], S/NPj[sg3]) 
b. girl: N[ sg] 
c. who: «S/NP;[#$,nom]), (S[fin]/NPj[#%,nom])) 
d. we: NPn[pll,nom] 
e. think: «S[-sg3,fin], NP 1[-sg3,nom]), S[fin]) 
f. meows: S[sg3,fin]/NPl[sg3,nom] 

On the basis of (8), fcancel derives: 

.12 See Yoo and Lee (J987) . 

.1.1 The following set of sentences are also regarded as problematic; [i] a girl whom we think 
that Tom loves and [iiJ ·a girl who we think that meows. ECG can easily deal with case [i] in a 
routine manner by creating a storage in the category of the embedded verb loves and then by 
carrying it up to the top of the relative clause without being blocked by the complementizer 
that. On the other hand, the ill-formed sentence [ii] cannot be blocked in ECG unless we 
introduce some kind of constraint resembling that-filter of extended transformational grammar. 
In ECG. this constraint can be stated as · S[that]/NP[nom] . 
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(9) 

(NP[ sg3) ,N[ sg], 
SINPj[sg3)) 

=1 

a 

SUSON Yoo AND KIYONG LEE 

NP[sg3] 

7 
N[sg3) SINP l [sg3,nom) ---- ~ «SINPj[#%,nom)), S[-sg3,fin) 

(SINPj[ # % ,nom)) INP,[sg3,nom) 

=1=sg3 ~ ~ 

girl who 

NPn[pl,nom) (S[ -sg3, fin], 
=1 NP,[-sg3,nom] 

we 

INP 1 [sg3 ,nom] 

/~ 
«S[ -sg3 ,fin], 
NP 1[-sg3,nom]). 

S[fin)) 

I 
think 

S[sg3,fin] 
INP l [sg3,nom] 

meows 

This tree is again obtained by various sub-operations of [ cancel. One interest
ing thing here is to note how the "information concerning the number and 
person of the subject NP 1 encoded in the category of meows is passed up to 
the top of the tree. This information contained in the storage NP1[sg3 ,nomj 
is eventually transferred to the category of the relative pronoun who to meet 
the subsumption condition , as is marked in the tree , and then is used to 
select an appropriate antecedent, for the information about agreement be
tween the storage and the mother NP is encoded in the category of the 
determiner a . Thus the following relative clause construction is not 
admitted. 

(10) *a girl who we think meow 

Extraposition from NP is also easily accounted for 10 pur framework . 
Consider: 

(5) a man bothers me who snores . 
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Since the determiner a is a quotient category, we can change it into a 
storage-carrying category such as, for example, 

(11) a: (NPj[sg3,@], N[sg]) II S /NPi[sg3] 

This cateogry carries the storage S/NP;[sg3].34 But the storage is ignored 
when the operation f£ncel/ applies to the categories of a and man, yielding 
the category NPJsg3,@]//S/NP;[sg3]. This resultant category, with para
meters j and @ anchored to 1 and nom, respectively, may now combine 
with the quotient category (S[fin], NP)[sg3,nom]) of bothers me, as follows: 

(12) 
S[fin ]//S/NPj[sg3] 

NPj[sg3,@]//S/NPj[sg3] (S[fin], NP1[sg3 ,nom]) 

=1 =nom~ /\ 

(NPj[sg3,@], N[Sj])//S/NPi[Sg3] N~Sg] ~ 

a man bothers me 

Finally, the storage cancellation operation f:ancel applies , combining the 
top node of (12) with a relative clause such as who snores: 

(13) 
S[fin] 

--------- . ~ 
S[fin]//S/NPj[sg3] S/NPt [sg3] 

~ ~ 
a man bothers me who snores 

As can be seen easily, ECG will allow the following examples too: 

(14) A man bothers me whom everyone hates 
(15) A man bothers me who is being constantly chased by a cop 

34 We use a double-slash 11 as in A ll BIC when a category A carries a storage that also carries 
another storage BIC. 
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For this , we just need to anchor the index i of a man bothers me to 2, which 
will be associated with the argument role of being hated or being chased. 

7. Concluding Remarks 

The basic aim of this work has been to formulate the general framework 
of ECG in an attempt to construct a simple , elegant, and computationally 
tractable grammar model for situation semantics. The best way to achieve 
this goal in a naive way, we think , is to take some promising ideas from 
established or current theories and to amalgamate them .into one coherent 
system. This is what we have attempted to do in the present work . 

Our proposed ECG heavily relies on quotient , or functor , categories. In 
the lexicon , each quotient category is treated as providing the fullest possi
ble piece of information concerning the local configuration of a well-formed 
phrase so that , given a quotient category, we know exactly what kind of tree 
can be obtained from it. However, we in principle reject any strict sepera
tion between syntax and semantics . Instead, we adopt the relational view of 
language, with emphasis on interactions among various levels of linguistic 
description . One type of interactions is provided by the use of indices. 
Indices have the dual role of, on the one hand , linking categories (tokens) 
with their corresponding semantic contents and, on the other hand, marking 
semantic or argument roles. 

In this work we have mainly discussed the syntatic part of ECG , leaving 
its semantics to a forthcoming work (Yoo and Lee , 19~7). We have also 
been rather reluctant to dwell on argumentative aspects of supporting our 
framework ; instead , we have attempted to ' present concrete illustrative 
analyses of some English constructions. In our future research, we intend to 
refine ECG by extending fragments and also by fu lly adopting the relational 
view of language . 
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